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SMOOTHING OF HOMOCLINIC-LIKE CONNECTIONS TO REGULAR
TANGENTIAL SINGULARITIES IN FILIPPOV SYSTEMS.
DOUGLAS D. NOVAES AND GABRIEL RONDO´N
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we are concerned about smoothing of a class of
Σ´polycycles of Filippov systems, namely homoclinic-like connections to regular-
tangential singularities. Conditions are stablished in order to guarantee the
existence of limit cycles bifurcating from such connections.
1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing interest in the study of piecewise smooth vector fields arises
naturally due to the number of applications in different areas of knowledge,
such as engineering, physics, economics, and biology. For more details see the
books [4, 8] and the references therein.
In this work, we shall consider planar piecewise smooth vector fields. More
precisely, consider M an open subset of R2 and N Ă M a codimension 1 sub-
manifold of M. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, let Xi : M Ñ R2 be vector fields defined
on M, and Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, the connected components of MzN. A piecewise
smooth vector field Z on M is defined as
Z(p) = Xi(p) if p P Ci, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Since N Ă M is a codimension 1 submanifold of M, then it is easy to see that
for each p P N there exist a neighborhood D Ă M of p and a smooth function
h : D Ñ R, having 0 as a regular value (i.e. ∇h(p) ‰ 0 for any p P h´1(0)), such
that Σ = N XD = h´1(0). Moreover, the open set D can be taken sufficiently
small in order that DzΣ is composed by two disjoint regions Σ+ = tq P D :
h(q) ě 0u and Σ´ = tq P D : h(q) ď 0u such that X+ = Z|Σ+ and X´ = Z|Σ´
are smooth vector fields. Accordingly, the piecewise smooth vector field (1)
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can be locally defined by
(1) Z(p) = (X+, X´)Σ =
#
X+(p), if p P Σ+,
X´(p), if p P Σ´, for p P D.
1.1. Filippov’s Convention. In [5], the local trajectories of piecewise smooth
vector fields (1) were defined as solutions of a differential inclusion p˙ P FZ(p).
This approach is called Filippov’s convention. The piecewise smooth vector
field (1) is called Filippov system when its dynamics is provided by the Filip-
pov’s convention.
In order to illustrate the Filippov’s convention we define the following open
regions on Σ :
(i) Σs = tp P Σ : X+h(p)X´h(p) ă 0u,
(ii) Σc = tp P Σ : X+h(p) ¨ X´h(p) ą 0u,
where X˘h(p) = x∇h(p), X˘(p)y denotes the Lie derivative of h in the direc-
tion of the vector fields X˘. In addition, (X˘)ih(p) = X˘((X˘)i´1h)(p) for
i ą 1.
The set Σc is called crossing region. For p P Σc, the trajectories either side of
the discontinuity Σ, reaching p, can be joined continuously, forming a trajec-
tory that crosses Σc.
The set Σs is called sliding region and both vectors fields X+ and X´ simulta-
neously point inward to or outward from Σ. We consider the following sliding
vector field defined on Σs :
(2) Zs(p) =
X´h(p)X+(p)´ X+h(p)X´(p)
X´h(p)´ X+h(p) , for p P Σ
s.
Thus, the trajectories either side of the discontinuity Σ reaching p P Σs can be
joined continuously to trajectories that slide on Σs following Zs(p). In addi-
tion, a singularity of the sliding vector field Zs is called pseudo-equilibrium.
In the Filippov context, the notion of Σ-singular points also comprehends the
tangential points Σt constituted by the contact points between X+ and X´ with
Σ, i.e. Σt = tp P Σ : X+h(p) ¨ X´h(p) = 0u. In this paper, we are inter-
ested in contacts points of finite degeneracy. Recall that p is a contact of order
k ´ 1 (or multiplicity k) between X˘ and Σ if 0 is a root of multiplicity k of
f (t) ..= h ˝ ϕX˘(t, p), where t ÞÑ ϕX˘(t, p) is the trajectory of X˘ starting at p.
Equivalently,
X˘h(p) = (X˘)2h(p) = . . . = (X˘)k´1h(p) = 0, and (X˘)kh(p) ‰ 0.
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In addition, an even multiplicity contact, say 2k, is called visible for X+ (resp.
X´) when (X+)2kh(p) ą 0 (resp. (X´)2kh(p) ă 0). Otherwise, it is called
invisible.
In this work, we shall focuses our attention in visible regular-tangential singu-
larities of multiplicity 2k, which are formed by a visible even multiplicity of X+
and a regular point of X´, or vice versa (see Figure 1).
FIGURE 1. Visible regular-tangential singularity.
1.2. Sotomayor-Teixeira Regularization. The concept of smoothing of a piece-
wise smooth vector field Z was firstly introduced by Sotomayor and Teixeira
in [14] and consists in obtaining a one-parameter family of smooth vector fields
Zε converging to Z when ε converges to 0. More preciselly, consider a C8 func-
tion φ : R Ñ R satisfying φ(˘1) = ˘1, φ(i)(˘1) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and
φ1(s) ą 0 for s P (´1, 1). Then, a Cn-monotonic transition function is defined as
follows:
(3) Φ(s) =
"
φ(s) if |s| ď 1,
sign(s) if |s| ě 1.
The set of Cn-monotonic transition functions Φ which are not Cn+1 at ˘1 is
denoted by CnST. Hence, the Sotomayor-Teixeira C
n-regularization of Z is the
following one–parameter family of smooth vector fields ZΦε
(4) ZΦε (p) =
1+Φ(h/ε)
2
X+(p) +
1´Φ(h/ε)
2
X´(p), for ε ą 0.
Notice that the regularized vector field ZΦε (p) coincides with X+(p) or X´(p)
whether h(p) ě ε or h(p) ď ´ε, respectively. In the region |h(p)| ď ε, the vector
ZΦε (p) is a linear combination of X+(p) and X´(p).
1.3. Σ-Polycycles in Filippov Systems. In these last decades, the study of
polycycles in Filippov systems have been considered in several papers. For
instant, in [9] the authors introduced the critical crossing cycle bifurcation,
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which is defined as a one-parameter family Zα of Filippov systems, where Z0
has a homoclinic-like connection to a fold-regular singularity. In [6], Freire et
al. proved that the unfolding of a critical crossing cycle bifurcation provided
in [9] holds in a generic scenario. More degenerate homoclinic-like connec-
tions to Σ-singularities has also been considered. In [10], the authors studied a
codimension-two homoclinic-like connection to a visible-visible fold-fold sin-
gularity. In [11] its unfolding under non-autonomous periodic perturbation
has been adressed. Recently, in [3], Andrade et. al. developed a rather gen-
eral method to investigate the unfolding of Σ-polycycles in Filippov systems.
This method was applied to describe bifurcation diagrams of Filippov systems
around several Σ-polycycles. The readers are referred to [1,2,7,13,15] for more
studies on Σ´polycycles. The interest in studying polycycles is due to the fact
that they are non-local invariant sets that provide information on the dynamics
of the system.
In what follows, we shall introduce some basic concepts for this article. First,
we define the local separatrix at a point p P Σ.
Definition 1. If p P Σ, the asymptotically stable (resp. unstable) separatrix
Wst,&´(p), (resp. W
u
t,&´(p)) of Z = (X
+, X´) at a visible regular-tangential singularity
p in Σ˘ is defined as
Ws,ut (p) = tq = φX+(t(q), p) : φX+(I(q), p) Ă Σ+ and δs,ut(q) ą 0u,
Ws,u&´ (p) = tq = φX´(t(q), p) : φX´(I(q), p) Ă Σ´ and δs,ut(q) ą 0u,
where, δu = 1, δs = ´1, and I(q) is the open interval with extrema 0 and t(q).
Now, we introduce the concepts of regular orbit and Σ-polycycle for planar
Filippov systems.
Definition 2. Consider the Filippov system Z = (X+, X´).
(i) We say that γ is a regular orbit of Z if it is a piecewise smooth curve such that
γX Σ+ and γX Σ´ are unions of regular orbits of X+ and X´, respectively,
and γX Σ Ă Σc.
(ii) A closed curve Γ is said to be a Σ´polycycle of Z if it is composed by a finite
number of Σ´singularities, p1, p2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pn P Σ, and a finite number of regular
orbits of Z, γ1,γ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,γn, such that for each 1 ď i ď n, γi has ending points
pi and pi+1, and satisfies that
(a) Γ is a S1-immersion and it is oriented by increasing time along the regular
orbits;
(b) there exists a non-constant first return map piΓ defined, at least, in one
side of Γ.
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Notice that the simplest Σ´polycycle is the boundary limit cycle. In [12],
Novaes and Rondon studied Cn-regularizations of boundary limit cycles with
a even multiplicity contact with the switching manifold. For this, the authors
investigated how the trajectories of the regularized system ZΦε transits around
a visible regular-tangential singularity of multiplicity 2k. They proved that the
flow of the regularized system defines transition maps between some traversal
sections near the regular-tangential singularity, namely the Upper Transition
Map Uε(y) and the Lower Transition Map Lε(y) (see Figure 2).
x
y
Lε(x)
Uε(y)
Σ
y = ε
y = ´ε
ΦΣ
FIGURE 2. Upper Transition Map Uε(y) and Lower Transition
Map Lε(y) defined for Cn-regularizations of Filippov systems
around visible regular-tangential singularities of multiplicity 2k.
Thus, our main interest in this study consists in generalizing the results
obtained in [12] for homoclinic-like Σ´polycycles through Σ´singularities of
planar Filippov systems (see Figure 3). In what follows, we shall establish the
classes of Σ´polycycles that will be considered in this paper. In order to define
these classes, consider the Filippov system Z = (X+, X´) and suppose that Z
has a Σ´polycycle Γ having a unique visible regular-tangential singularity at
p of multiplicity 2k, for k ě 1. Through a local change of coordinates, we can
assume that p = (0, 0) and h(x, y) = y. Now, we shall locally characterize Γ
around p. For this, it is enough to divide the Σ´polycycles in the following 2
classes:
(a) Wst (p)YWut (p) Ă Γ and X´h(p) ą 0 or X´h(p) ă 0;
(b) Ws&´(p)YWut (p) Ă Γ or Wu&´(p)YWst (p) Ă Γ.
Here, Σ-polycycles satisfying condition (a) or (b) will be called Σ-polycycles
of type (a) or type (b), respectively (see Figure 3).
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p
q1 q2 q3
p
q1
q2
q3
(a) (b)
q4
Γ
ΣΣ
Γ
FIGURE 3. Examples of Σ´polycycles Γ of type (a) and (b), respectively.
1.4. Main Results and Structure of the Paper. The first main result of this
paper (Theorems A) is concerned with regularization of Filippov systems hav-
ing a Σ´polycycle of type (a). It establishes sufficient conditions for the ex-
istence and nonexistence of limit cycles of the regularized system ZΦε passing
through of a certain compact set with nonempty interior. When the limit cycle
exists, its stability is characterized and its convergence to the Σ´polycycle is
ensured. Theorem A is stated and proven in Section 2. In Section 2.2, we study
a case of uniqueness and nonexistence of limit cycles for the regularization of
Σ´polycycles of type (a). More specifically, in Proposition 1 we provide a class
of piecewise smooth vector fields having a Σ´polycycle of type (a) for which
its regularization either does not admit limit cycle or admit a unique limit cycle
converging to the Σ´polycycle.
The second main result of this paper (Theorem B) is concerned with regu-
larization of Filippov systems having a Σ´polycycle of type (b). It establishes
sufficient conditions for the existence of limit cycles of the regularized system
ZΦε converging to the Σ´polycycle. Theorem B is stated and proven in Section
3.
2. REGULARIZATION OF Σ-POLYCYCLES OF TYPE (a).
In this section, we shall state and prove the first main result of this paper,
which in particular establishes sufficient conditions under which the regular-
ized vector field ZΦε has a limit cycle Γε converging to a Σ´polycycle of type
(a). For this, suppose that a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´) has a Σ´polycycle
Γ of type (a). Through a local change of coordinates, we can assume that
p = (0, 0) and h(x, y) = y. Without loss of generality, assume that:
(a.1) X+1 (p) ą 0;
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(a.2) the trajectory of Z through p crosses Σ transversally m´times at q1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm,
i.e. if m ‰ 0, then for each i = 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m, there exists ti ą 0 such that
φZ(ti, qi) = qi+1, where qm+1 = p. Moreover, ΓX Σ = tq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm, pu.
We shall also assume that
(a.3) X´h(p) ą 0.
The case X´h(p) ă 0 is obtained from this case multiplying the vector field Z
by -1 (see Remark 1 below).
Notice that assumption (a.2) above guarantees the existence of an exterior
map D associated to Z. In what follows, we characterize such a map D asso-
ciated to Z. Since X+1 (p) ą 0, implies that there exists an open set U such that
X+1 (x, y) ą 0, for all (x, y) P U. Take ρ, θ ą 0 small enough in order that the
points qu = (θ, yθ) P Wut (p) and qs = (´ρ, y´ρ) P Wst (p) are contained in U.
Hence, there exist δu,s and η positive numbers such that
(5)
τut = t(θ, y) : y P (yθ ´ δu, yθ + δu)u,
τst = t(´ρ, y) : y P (y´ρ ´ δs, y´ρ + δs)u, and
σp = t0u ˆ [0, η)
are transversal sections of X+. In addition, we know by the Tubular Flow Theo-
rem that there exist the C2k´diffeomorphisms Tu,s : σp ÝÑ τu,st and D : τut ÝÑ
τst such that T
u,s(p) = qu,s and D(qu) = qs (see Figure 4). Thus, expanding D
around y = yθ, we get
(6) D(y) = y´ρ + rθ,ρ(y´ yθ) +O((y´ yθ)2),
where rθ,ρ = dDdy (yθ).
p q3 q4q1 q2
Ts Tu
τst τ
u
t
Σ
Γ
FIGURE 4. Σ´polycycle Γ of type (a) satisfying (a.1), (a.2), and (a.3).
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Now, from Definition 2, we know that there exists a first return map piΓ
defined, at least, in one side of Γ. In what follows, we shall see that there exist
constants η ą 0 and K ą 0 such that the first return map piΓ : σp Ñ σp, with
σp = t0u ˆ [0, η), is given by
(7) piΓ(y) = Ky +O(y2).
Indeed, expanding Tu,s around y = 0, we have
Ts(y) = y´ρ + κ
s
ρy +O(y2) and
Tu(y) = yθ + κ
u
θ y +O(y2),
(8)
with κs,uρ,θ =
dTs,u
dy (0). In addition, using (6) and the Implicit Function Theorem, we
get
(9) D´1(y) = yθ +
1
rθ,ρ
(y´ y´ρ) +O((y´ y´ρ)2).
Moreover, one can easily see that rθ,ρ, κ
s,u
ρ,θ ą 0 for all θ, ρ sufficiently small.
Hence, we can define the first return map piΓ : σp ÝÑ σp by
piΓ(y) = (D´1 ˝ Ts)´1 ˝ Tu(y).
From (8) and (9), we obtain D´1 ˝ Ts(y) = yθ +
κsρ
rθ,ρ
y +O(y2). Thus, using the
Implicit Function Theorem, we have that
(10) (D´1 ˝ Ts)´1(y) = rθ,ρ
κsρ
(y´ yθ) +O((y´ yθ)2).
Therefore, using (8) and (10) we conclude that
(11) piΓ(y) =
rθ,ρκuθ
κsρ
y +O(y2).
Consequently, taking K :=
rθ,ρκuθ
κsρ
ą 0, we get (7).
Now, since D is a diffeomorphism induced by a regular orbit, we can easily
see that the regularized system ZΦε also admits an exterior map Dε : τut ÝÑ τst .
If we denote S := BDε(0)Bε
ˇˇˇ
ε=0
, then
(12) Dε(y) = D(y) + Sε+O(ε2, εy),
See Appendix A for more details about the exterior map and how to estimate
S.
In what follows, we state our first main result, which will be proven in sec-
tion 2.1.
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Theorem A. Consider a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´)Σ and assume that Z has
a Σ´polycycle Γ of type (a) satisfying (a.1), (a.2), and (a.3). For n ě 2k ´ 1, let
Φ P Cn´1ST , K, S be given as (3), (7) and (12) respectively and consider the regularized
system ZΦε (4). If K + S´ 1 ‰ 0, then the following statements hold:
(a) Given 0 ă λ ă λ˚ = n1+2k(n´1) , if K+ S´1 ą 0, then there exists ρ ą 0 such
that the regularized system ZΦε does not admit limit cycles passing through the
section pHερ,λ = [´ρ,´ελ]ˆ tεu, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
(b) Given 12k ă λ ă λ˚ = n1+2k(n´1) , if K + S´ 1 ă 0, then there exists ρ ą 0
such that the regularized system ZΦε admits a unique limit cycle Γε passing
through the section pHερ,λ = [´ρ,´ελ] ˆ tεu, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
Moreover, Γε is asymptotically stable and ε-close to Γ.
Remark 1. In Theorem A we are assuming (a.3), i.e. X´h(p) ą 0. If X´h(p) ă 0,
Theorem A can be applied to ´Z. Consequently, the limit cycle obtained for Z, under
the suitable assumptions, would be unstable.
In order to prove this theorem, we shall first establish the relationship be-
tween the derivative of the first return map K and the derivative of exterior
map rθ,ρ as follows.
Lemma 1. Consider rθ,ρ given as in (6). Then, lim
θ,ρÑ0 rθ,ρ = K.
Proof. Using equations (7) and (11) we get for θ, ρ ą 0 small enough that
rθ,ρ =
Kκsρ
κuθ
.
To prove this lemma, we just need to prove that lim
θ,ρÑ0
κsρ
κuθ
= 1, because in this
case we have
lim
θ,ρÑ0 rθ,ρ = limθ,ρÑ0
Kκsρ
κuθ
= K lim
θ,ρÑ0
κsρ
κuθ
= K.
For this, we shall prove that the flow of X+ induces C2k maps,
λsρ : σ
1
p Ă σp ÝÑ τst and λuθ : σ1p Ă σp ÝÑ τut ,
between the transversal sections defined in (5) and satisfying λsρ(0) = qs and
λuθ (0) = q
u, respectively. Indeed, consider the functions
µ1(t, y, θ) = ϕ1X+(t, 0, y)´ θ, for (0, y) P σp, t P I(0,y),
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and
µ2(t, y, ρ) = ϕ1X+(t, 0, y) + ρ, for (0, y) P σp, t P I(0,y),
where ϕX+ = (ϕ1X+ , ϕ
2
X+) is the flow of X
+ and I(0,y) is the maximal interval of
existence of t ÞÑ ϕX+(t, 0, y). Since,
µ1(0, 0, 0) = 0 = µ2(0, 0, 0) and
Bµ1,2
Bt (0, 0, 0) =
Bϕ1X+
Bt (0, 0, 0) = X
+
1 (p) ‰ 0,
by the Implicit Function Theorem there exist η0 ą 0 and smooth functions t1(y, θ)
and t2(y, ρ), with (0, y) P σ1p := t0uˆ [0, η0) Ă σp and θ, ρ ą 0 sufficiently small,
such that
t1(0, 0) = 0 = t2(0, 0),
µ1(t1(y, θ), y, θ) = 0, and µ2(t2(y, ρ), y, ρ) = 0,
i.e. ϕ1X+(t1(y, θ), 0, y) = θ and ϕ
1
X+(t2(y, ρ), 0, y) = ´ρ. Thus, we can define the
functions
λuθ (y) = ϕ
2
X+(t1(y, θ), 0, y), and
λsρ(y) = ϕ2X+(t2(y, ρ), 0, y).
Notice that
dλuθ
dy
(0) =
Bϕ2X+
Bt (t1(0, θ), 0, 0)
Bt1
By (0, θ) +
Bϕ2X+
By (t1(0, θ), 0, 0),
and
dλsρ
dy
(0) =
Bϕ2X+
Bt (t2(0, ρ), 0, 0)
Bt2
By (0, ρ) +
Bϕ2X+
By (t2(0, ρ), 0, 0).
Since,
Bt1
By (0, 0) = ´
Bϕ1
X+By (0, 0, 0)
Bϕ1
X+Bt (0, 0, 0)
,
Bt2
By (0, 0) = ´
Bϕ1
X+By (0, 0, 0)
Bϕ1
X+Bt (0, 0, 0)
,
and
Bϕ1X+
By (0, 0, 0) = 0,
Bϕ2X+
By (0, 0, 0) = 1, κ
s,u
θ,ρ =
dTs,u
ˇˇˇ
σ1p
dy
(0) =
dλs,uρ,θ
dy
(0),
we get that
(13)
lim
θÑ0 κ
u
θ = limθÑ0
dλuθ
dy (0)
=
Bϕ2
X+Bt (t1(0, 0), 0, 0)
Bt1By (0, 0) +
Bϕ2
X+By (t1(0, 0), 0, 0)
= 1,
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and
(14)
lim
ρÑ0 κ
s
ρ = lim
ρÑ0
dλsρ
dy (0)
=
Bϕ2
X+Bt (t2(0, 0), 0, 0)
Bt2By (0, 0) +
Bϕ2
X+By (t2(0, 0), 0, 0)
= 1.
The result follows from (13) and (14). 
2.1. Proof of Theorem A. First, from Theorem 1 of Appendix B for θ = xε,
there exist ρ0 ą 0, and constants β ă 0 and c, r, q ą 0 such that for every
ρ P (ελ, ρ0], λ P (0,λ˚), and ε ą 0 sufficiently small, the flow of ZΦε defines
a map Uε between the transversal sections pVερ,λ = t´ρu ˆ [ε, yερ,λ] and rVεxε =
txεu ˆ [yεxε , yεxε + re´
c
εq ] satisfying
(15)
Uε : pVερ,λ ÝÑ rVεxε
y ÞÝÑ yεxε +O(e´
c
εq ),
where yεxε = yxε + ε+O(ε2kλ
˚
) (see Figure 5).
Now, notice that there exists ε0 ą 0 such that rVεxε Ă τut , for all ε P [0, ε0]. In
this way, for ε P [0, ε0], we define the function piε(y) = Dε ˝Uε(y). Hence, from
(12) and (15), we get
(16)
piε(y) = Dε
(
yεxε +O(e´c/ε
q
)
)
= D
(
yxε + ε+O
(
ε2kλ
˚))
+ εS +O(ε2)
= y´ρ + rxε,ρ
(
ε+O
(
ε2kλ
˚))
+O
(
ε+O
(
ε2kλ
˚))2
+ εS +O(ε2)
= y´ρ +
(
rxε,ρ + S
)
ε+O
(
ε2kλ
˚)
.
Using (16) and (40), we have
piε(y)´ yερ,λ =
(
rxε,ρ + S´ 1
)
ε+O(ερ)´ βε2kλ+O(ε(2k+1)λ)+O(ε1+λ)+O
(
ε2kλ
˚)
.
Hence, we must study the limit lim
ρ,εÑ0
piε(y)´yερ,λ
ε in three distinct cases.
First, assume that λ ą 12k . Then,
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε
= rxε,ρ+S´1+O(ρ)´ βε2kλ´1+O(ε(2k+1)λ´1)+O(ελ)+O
(
ε2kλ
˚´1).
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pVερ,λ
rVεxε
x = θ = xεx = ´ρ
Σ
y = ε
y = ´ε
(xε, yεxε)
yxε
Uε(y)y
yερ,λ
FIGURE 5. Upper Flight Map Uε of the regularized system
ZΦε .The dotted curve is the trajectory of X+ passing through the
visible regular-tangential singularity of multiplicity 2k p = (0, 0).
The red curve is the well-known Fenichel manifold.
Thus, by Lemma 1,
(17) lim
ρ,εÑ0
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε
= K + S´ 1.
Now, suppose that λ ă 12k . Then,
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε2kλ
= (rxε,ρ+ S´ 1)ε1´2kλ+O(ε1´2kλρ)´ β+O(ελ) +O
(
ε2k(λ
˚´λ)).
Hence, by Lemma 1,
(18) lim
ρ,εÑ0
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε2kλ
= ´β ą 0.
Finally, assume that λ = 12k . Then,
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε
= rxε,ρ + S´ 1´ β+O(ρ) +O(ελ) +O
(
ε2kλ
˚´1).
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Thus, by Lemma 1,
(19) lim
ρ,εÑ0
piε(y)´ yερ,λ
ε
= K + S´ 1´ β.
Now, we prove statement (a) of Theorem A. As K + S´ 1 ą 0, then all the
above limits (17), (18) and (19), are strictly positive and, since ε ą 0, there exists
δ0 ą 0 such that
0 ă ρ, ε ă δ0 ñ piε(y)´ yερ,λ ą 0.
Therefore, piε([ε, yερ,λ])X [ε, yερ,λ] = H, for all ε P (0, δ0). This means that piε has
no fixed points in [ε, yερ,λ], i.e. the regularized system Z
Φ
ε does not admit limit
cycles passing through the section pHερ,λ.
Now, we prove statement (b) of Theorem A. In this case, λ ą 12k . As K + S´
1 ă 0, then the limit (17) is strictly negative and, since ε ą 0, there exists δ0 ą 0
such that
0 ă ρ, ε ă δ0 ñ piε(y)´ yερ,λ ă 0.
Consequently, piε(y) ă yερ,λ. Moreover, from (16), we get
lim
εÑ0piε(y)´ ε = y´ρ ą 0,
for all ρ ą 0. Since ε ą 0, there exists δ1 ą 0 such that
0 ă ε ă δ1 ñ piε(y)´ ε ą 0.
Accordingly, piε(y) ą ε, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small. This means thatpiε([ε, yερ,λ]) Ă
[ε, yερ,λ]. By the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, we can conclude that piε admits
fixed points in [ε, yερ,λ], i.e. the regularized system Z
Φ
ε has limit cycles passing
through the section pHερ,λ.
In what follows, we shall prove the uniqueness of the fixed point in [ε, yερ,λ].
Indeed, expanding Dε in Taylor series around y = yεxε , we have that
Dε(y) = Dε(yεxε) +
dDε
dy
(yεxε)(y´ yεxε) +O((y´ yεxε)2).
Hence,
piε(y) = Dε(yεxε +O(e´c/ε
q
))
= Dε(yεxε) +
dDε
dy
(yεxε)O(e´c/ε
q
) +O(e´2c/εq)
= Dε(yεxε) +O(e´c/ε
q
),
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and, therefore, |piε(y1)´ piε(y2)| = O(e´c/εq), for all y1, y2 P [ε, yερ,λ]. Now, let
νε be the function given by
νε : [ε, yερ,λ] ÝÑ [0, 1]
y ÞÝÑ y´ ε
yερ,λ ´ ε
.
Notice that ν´1ε (u) = (yερ,λ ´ ε)u + ε. Thus, if rpiε(u) = piε ˝ ν´1ε (u), then
|rpiε(u1)´ rpiε(u2)| = O(e´c/εq),
for all u1, u2 P [0, 1]. Fix l P (0, 1), take u1, u2 P [0, 1], and define the function
`(ε) := (yερ,λ ´ ε)l. There exists ε(u1, u2) ą 0 and a neighborhood U(u1, u2) Ă
[0, 1]2 of (u1, u1) such that
|rpiε(x)´ rpiε(y)| ă `(ε)|x´ y|,
for all (x, y) P U(u1, u2) and ε P (0, ε(u1, u2)). Since tU(u1, u2) : (u1, u2) P
[0, 1]2u is an open cover of the compact set [0, 1]2, there exists a finite sequence
(ui1, u
i
2) P [0, 1]2, i = 1, . . . , s, for which tUi ..= U(ui1, ui2) : i = 1, . . . , su still
covers [0, 1]2. Taking ε˘ = mintε(ui1, ui2) : i = 1, . . . , su, we get
|rpiε(x)´ rpiε(y)| ă `(ε)|x´ y|,
for all ε P (0, ε˘) and (x, y) P [0, 1]2. Finally, since piε(z) = rpiε ˝ ν(z), we have that
|piε(x)´ piε(y)| = |rpiε ˝ νε(x)´ rpiε ˝ νε(y)|
ă `(ε)|νε(x)´ νε(y)|
=
`(ε)
yερ,λ ´ ε
|x´ y|
= l|x´ y|,
for all ε P (0, ε˘) and x, y P [ε, yερ,λ]. Therefore, piε is a contraction for ε ą 0 small
enough. From the Banach Fixed Point Theorem, piε admits a unique asymptoti-
cally stable fixed point for ε ą 0 small enough. Therefore, the regularized sys-
tem ZΦε has a unique asymptotically stable limit cycle Γε passing through the
section pHερ,λ, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small. Moreover, since piε(y)´ y´ρ = O(ε)
for all y P [ε, yερ,λ] and xε´ x+ε = O(ε
1
2k ), we get from differentiable dependency
results on parameters and initial condition that Γε is ε-close to Γ.
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2.2. A case of uniqueness and nonexistence of limit cycles. In the previous
section, Theorem A guaranteed the nonexistence and uniqueness of limit cy-
cles in a specific compact set with nonempty interior. Nevertheless, it is not
ensured, in general, the nonexistence and uniqueness of limit cycles converg-
ing to Γ, because this compact set degenerates into Γ when ε Ñ 0. However,
if we suppose, in addition, that X+ has locally a unique isocline x = ψ(y) of
2k´multiplicity contacts with the straight lines y = cte, then we can establish
the nonexistence and uniqueness of limit cycles converging to Γ, respectively.
More precisely, consider the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let Z = (X+, X´)Σ be a Filippov system and assume that Z has
a Σ´polycycle Γ of type a) satisfying (a.1), (a.2), and (a.3). For n ě 2k ´ 1, let
Φ P Cn´1ST , K, S be given as (3), (7) and (12) respectively and consider the regularized
system ZΦε (4). If K + S´ 1 ‰ 0 and X+ has locally a unique isocline x = ψ(y) of
2k´multiplicity contacts with the straight lines y = ε, then the following statements
hold.
(a) If K + S´ 1 ą 0 and K ą 1, then for ε ą 0 sufficiently small the regularized
system ZΦε does not admit limit cycles converging to Γ.
(b) If K + S´ 1 ă 0 and K ă 1, then for ε ą 0 sufficiently small the regularized
system ZΦε admits a unique limit cycle Γε converging to Γ. Moreover, Γε is
hyperbolic and asymptotically stable.
Remark 2. In Proposition 1 we are assuming (a.3), i.e. X´h(p) ą 0. If X´h(p) ă 0,
Proposition 1 can be applied to ´Z. Consequently, the unique limit cycle obtained for
Z, under the suitable assumptions, would be unstable.
Proof. This proof will be split in 3 steps:
Step 1. First of all, we shall construct the first return map piε of ZΦε , for
ε ą 0. Since X+1 (p) ą 0, implies that there exist an open set U, such that
X+1 (x, y) ‰ 0, for all (x, y) P U. Take ρ, ε ą 0 small enough in order that the
points quε = (xε, y
ε
xε) P Wut (ψ(ε)) and qsε = (´ρ, yε´ρ) P Wst (ψ(ε)) are contained
in U. Thus, there exist δu,sε positive numbers, such that
τut,ε = t(xε, y) : y P (yεxε ´ δuε , yεxε + δuε )u,
τst,ε = t(´ρ, y) : y P (yε´ρ ´ δsε , yε´ρ + δsε)u,
are transversal sections of X+. Thus, by [3, Theorem A] we know that there
exist the transition maps Tuε : σ+p,ε := [ψ(ε), xε] ˆ tεu ÝÑ τut,ε and Tsε : σp´,ε :=
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[´ρ,ψ(ε)]ˆ tεu ÝÑ τst,ε satisfying
Tuε (x) = y
ε
xε + κ
u
xε,ε(x´ ψ(ε))2k +O
(
(x´ ψ(ε))2k+1
)
,
Tsε (x) = y
ε
´ρ + κ
s
ρ,ε(x´ ψ(ε))2k +O
(
(x´ ψ(ε))2k+1
)
,
(20)
where sign(κuxε,ε) = ´sign((X+)2kh(ψ(ε))) = sign(κsρ,ε), i.e. κuxε,ε, κsρ,ε ă 0.
Furthermore, from Implicit Function Theorem, it is easy to see that
(Tsε )
´1(y) = ψ(ε)´ 2k
d
1
´κsρ,ε (y
ε
´ρ ´ y)
1
2k +O
(
(yε´ρ ´ y)1+
1
2k
)
.
Now, we know that there exists a diffeomorphism Peε : τut,ε ÝÑ τst,ε defined as
Peε (y) = y
ε
´ρ + r
ε
xε,ρ(y´ yεxε) +O((y´ yεxε)2) +O(ε).
Consequently, we get the first return map piε : τst,ε ÝÑ τst,ε given by
ψ(ε)
p
Tsε Tuε
τst,ε τ
u
t,ε
σp´,ε σ
+
p,ε
Σ
y = ε
piε
Peε
ρε
x = ψ(y)
FIGURE 6. The first return map piε of ZΦε .
(21)
piε(y) = Peε ˝ Tuε ˝ ρε ˝ (Tsε )´1(y)
= yε´ρ ´
rεxε,ρκ
u
xε,ε
κsρ,ε
(yε´ρ ´ y) +O((yε´ρ ´ y)p) +O(ε)
for some p ą 1, where ρε : σp´,ε ÝÑ σ+p,ε is defined as
ρε(x) = ´x + 2ψ(ε) +O
(
(x´ ψ(ε))2, ε(x´ ψ(ε))
)
.
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In [3], ρε is called mirror map associated with ZΦε at ψ(ε) (see Figure 6). For
more details about the mirror map see, for instant, section 8.1 in [12].
Step 2. Now, if Γε is a limit cycle of the regularized system ZΦε converging
to Γ (i.e. there exists a fixed point (´ρ, yρε ) P τst,ε of piε such that lim
εÑ0 y
ρ
ε = y´ρ),
then by (21) we have
dpiε
dy
(y) =
rεxε,ρκ
u
xε,ε
κsρ,ε
+O
(
(yε´ρ ´ y)p´1
)
.
Hence, using Lemma 1 and the fact that lim
εÑ0 κ
u
θ,ε = κ
u
θ and limεÑ0 κ
s
ρ,ε = κ
s
ρ we get
lim
ε,ρÑ0
dpiε
dy
(yρε ) = K.
Therefore, if K ą 1 (resp. K ă 1), then Γε is hyperbolic and unstable (resp.
asymptotically stable), for ε ą 0 small enough.
Sa,ε
x = ´ρ
Γε
Σ
y = ε
Bε
FIGURE 7. The region Bε.
Step 3. Now, we are ready to prove this proposition. The proof of the first
statement is by contradiction. Assume that there exists a limit cycle Γε of ZΦε
such that Γε converging to Γ, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small. Let Bε be the region
delimited by the curves x = ´ρ, the limit cycle Γε and the Fenichel manifold
Sa,ε associated with ZΦε , (see Figure 7). Since Γε converges to the regular orbit Γ
then Bε has no singular points. Moreover, it is easy to see that Bε is positively
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invariant compact set, for ε ą 0 small enough. For ε ą 0 choose qε P Bε, from
the Poincare´–Bendixson Theorem ω(qε) Ă Bε is a limit cycle of ZΦε which is not
unstable, but this contradicts step 2.
Now, we prove the second statement. By Theorem A, for ε ą 0 sufficiently
small, we know that ZΦε has a asymptotically stable limit cycle Γε converging
to Γ. In addition, from step 2 we have that Γε is hyperbolic. Finally, we claim
that Γε is the unique limit cycle with these properties. In fact, assume that
there exists another limit cycle rΓε converging to Γ, hyperbolic and asymptoti-
cally stable. Now, let Rε be the region delimited by the limit cycles Γε and rΓε.
Notice that Rε is negatively invariant compact set. Furthermore, since Γε andrΓε converges to the regular orbit Γ, we can conclude that Rε has no singular
points for ε ą 0 small enough. For ε ą 0 choose qε P Rε, from the Poincare´–
Bendixson Theorem we can conclude that α(qε) Ă Rε is a limit cycle of ZΦε , i.e.
not asymptotically stable, but this contradicts step 2. 
3. REGULARIZATION OF Σ´POLYCYCLES OF TYPE (b)
In this section, we shall state and prove the second main result of this paper,
which in particular establishes sufficient conditions under which the regular-
ized vector field ZΦε has a limit cycle Γε converging to a Σ´polycycle of type
(b). For this, suppose that a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´) has a Σ´polycycle
Γ of type (b). Without loss of generality, assume that:
(b.1) X+1 (p) ą 0;
(b.2) the trajectory of Z through p crosses Σ transversally m´times at q1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm,
satisfying that for each i = 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m, there exists ti ą 0 such that φZ(ti, qi) =
qi+1, where qm+1 = p. Moreover, ΓX Σ = tq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm, pu.
We shall also assume that
(b.3) Ws&´(p)YWut (p) Ă Γ, i.e. X´h(p) ą 0.
The case Wu&´(p)YWst (p) Ă Γ is obtained from the previous case multiplying
the vector field Z by -1 (see Remark 4 bellow).
Since X´h(p) ą 0, by the Tubular Flow Theorem for X´ at p = (0, 0), there
exist an open set U and a local C2k diffeomorphism ψ defined on U such thatrX´ = ψ˚X´ = (0, 1). Clearly, the transformed vector field rX+ = ψ˚X+ still
has a visible 2k-multiplicity contact with Σ at p = (0, 0) and ψ(Σ) = Σ. Thus,
without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists a neighborhood
U Ă R2 of p = (0, 0) such that X´ ˇˇU = (0, 1).
Notice that assumption (b.2) above guarantees the existence of an exterior
map D associated to Z. In what follows, we characterize such a map. Since
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X+1 (p), X
´
2 (p) ą 0, then X+1 (x, y), X´2 (x, y) ą 0, for all (x, y) P U (taken smaller
if necessary). Take ε, θ ą 0 small enough in order that the points qu = (θ, yθ) P
Wut (p) and q
s = (0,´ε) P Ws&´(p) are contained in U. Then there exist positive
numbers δu,s such that
(22)
τut = t(θ, y) : y P (yθ ´ δu, yθ + δu)u and
τs&´ = t(x,´ε) : x P (´δs, δs)u
are transversal sections of X+ and X´, respectively. In addition, σp = [0, θ]ˆ
t0u is a transversal section of X´. Moreover, by the Tubular Flow Theorem there
exist the C2k´diffeomorphism Ts : σp ÝÑ τs&´ and D : τut ÝÑ τs&´ such that
Ts(p) = qs and D(qu) = qs (see Figure 8). Thus, expanding D around y = yθ,
we get
(23) D(y) = rθ,ε(y´ yθ) +O((y´ yθ)2),
where rθ,ε = dDdy (yθ).
p q1 q2
Ts
Tu
τs&´
τut
Σ
Γ
FIGURE 8. Σ´polycycle Γ satisfying (b.1), (b.2), and (b.3).
Now, by the Definition 2, we know that there exists a first return map piΓ
defined, at least, in one side of Γ. In what follows, we shall see that there exist
positive constants θ and K such that the first return map piΓ : σp Ñ σp is given
by
(24) piΓ(x) = Kx2k +O(x2k+1), where K ą 0.
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Indeed, expanding Ts around x = 0, we have
(25) Ts(x) = κsεx +O(x2),
with κsε =
dTs
dx (0). In addition, using (23) and the Implicit Function Theorem, we
get
(26) D´1(x) = yθ +
1
rθ,ε
x +O(x2).
Even more, one can easily see that rθ,ε ă 0 and κsε ą 0 for all θ, ε ą 0 sufficiently
small.
From [3, Theorem A] we know that there exists a transition map Tu : σp ÝÑ
τut defined as
Tu(x) = yθ + κ
u
θ x
2k +O(x2k+1),(27)
where sign(κuθ ) = ´sign((X+)2kh(p)), i.e. κuθ ă 0.
Thus, we can define the first return map piΓ : σp ÝÑ σp by
piΓ(x) = (D´1 ˝ Ts)´1 ˝ Tu(x).
From (25) and (26), we have that D´1 ˝ Ts(x) = yθ + κ
s
ε
rθ,ε
x + O(x2). Hence,
using the Implicit Function Theorem we conclude that
(D´1 ˝ Ts)´1(x) = rθ,ε
κsε
(x´ yθ) +O((x´ yθ)2).
Thus,
(28) piΓ(x) =
rθ,εκuθ
κsε
x2k +O(x2k+1).
Accordingly, taking K := rθ,εκ
u
θ
κsε
ą 0, we get (24).
Remark 3. Notice that for x P [0, θ] we have that piΓ(x) ă x, for some small θ ą 0.
This means that Γ is always asymptotically stable provided that (b.3) is satisfied, i.e.
X´h(p) ą 0. If X´h(p) ă 0, Γ would be unstable.
Now, since D is a diffeomorphism induced by a regular orbit, we can easily
see that the regularized system ZΦε also admits an exterior map given by
(29) Dε(y) = D(y) +O(ε).
In what follows, we shall state the second main theorem of this article that will
be proven in section 3.1.
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Theorem B. Consider a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´)Σ and assume that Z has
a Σ´polycycle Γ of type (b) satisfying (b.1), (b.2), and (b.3). For n ě 2k ´ 1, let
Φ P Cn´1ST be given as (3) and consider the regularized system ZΦε (4). Then the
regularized system ZΦε (4) admits at least a limit cycle Γε, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
Moreover, Γε converges to Γ.
Remark 4. In Theorem B we are assuming (b.3), i.e. Wut (p) YWs&´(p) Ă Γ. If
Wu&´(p) YWst (p) Ă Γ, Theorem B can be applied to ´Z. Consequently, we get a
limit cycle for Z.
In order to prove this theorem, we shall establish the relationship between
the derivative of the first return map K and the derivative of exterior map rθ,ε
as follows.
Lemma 2. Consider κuθ and rθ,ε given as in (27) and (23), respectively. Then,
i) lim
θÑ0 κ
u
θ = ´ α2k .
ii) lim
θ,εÑ0 rθ,ε = ´
2kK
α .
Proof. First, we prove the statement i). Indeed, using (27) and that Tu(θ) = 0
for all θ ą 0 small enough, we have yθ + κuθ θ2k +O(θ2k+1) = 0. By Lemma 3
we know that yθ =
αθ2k
2k +O(θ2k+1), thus
αθ2k
2k
+O(θ2k+1) + κuθ θ2k +O(θ2k+1) = 0,
i.e.
α
2k
+ κuθ +O(θ) = 0,
consequently, when θ tends to 0 we conclude the result.
Now, we shall prove statement ii). For this, notice that using equations (24)
and (28) we get for θ, ε ą 0 small enough that
rθ,ε =
Kκsε
κuθ
.
To prove statement ii), we just need to prove that lim
εÑ0 κ
s
ε = 1, because in this
case we have
lim
θ,εÑ0 rθ,ε = limθ,εÑ0
Kκsε
κuθ
= K
lim
εÑ0 κ
s
ε
lim
θÑ0 κ
u
θ
= ´2kK
α
.
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where we have used item i). In what follows, we shall prove that the flow of
X´ induces C2k map,
λsε : σ
1
p Ă σp ÝÑ τs&´,
between the transversal sections defined in (22) and satisfying λsε(0) = qs.
Indeed, consider the function
µ(t, x, ε) = ϕ2X´(t, x, 0) + ε, for (x, 0) P σp, t P I(0,y),
where where ϕX´ is the flow of X´ and I(x,0) is the maximal interval of exis-
tence of t ÞÑ ϕX´(t, x, 0). Since,
µ(0, 0, 0) = 0 and
Bµ
Bt (0, 0, 0) =
Bϕ2X´
Bt (0, 0, 0) = X
´
2 (p) ‰ 0,
by the Implicit Function Theorem there exist θ0 ą 0 and smooth function t(x, ε)
with (x, 0) P σ1p := [0, θ0)ˆ t0u Ă σp and θ, ε ą 0 sufficiently small such that
t(0, 0) = 0 and
µ(t(x, ε), x, ε) = 0,
i.e. ϕ2X´(t(x, ε), x, 0) = ´ε. Thus, we can define the function
λsε(x) = ϕ
1
X´(t(x, ε), x, 0).
Notice that
dλsε
dx
(0) =
Bϕ1X´
Bt (t(0, ε), 0, 0)
Bt
Bx (0, ε) +
Bϕ1X´
Bx (t(0, ε), 0, 0).
Since,
Bt
Bx (0, 0) = ´
Bϕ2
X´Bx (0, 0, 0)
Bϕ2
X´Bt (0, 0, 0)
,
and
Bϕ1X´
Bx (0, 0, 0) = 1,
Bϕ2X´
Bx (0, 0, 0) = 0, κ
s
ε =
dTu
ˇˇˇ
σ1p
dx
(0) =
dλsε
dx
(0),
we get that
(30)
lim
εÑ0 κ
s
ε = lim
εÑ0
dλsε
dx (0)
=
Bϕ1
X´Bt (t(0, 0), 0, 0)
Bt
Bx (0, 0) +
Bϕ1
X´Bx (t(0, 0), 0, 0)
= 1.
The result follows from (30). 
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3.1. Proof of Theorem B. Let U be an open set such that Γ Ă U . Since Γ is a
Σ´polycycle of Z, then it is easy to see that there exists an open set V Ă U such
that V has no singular points of ZΦε . Taking (δ, 0) P V, we get that (δ, ε) P V,
for ε ą 0 small enough.
Now, define the map rDε(x) = piΓ(x) + O(ε), for all x P Iεδ, where Iεδ is a
neighborhood of δ. By Remark 3 we know that piΓ(δ) ă δ, then we can con-
clude that rDε(δ) ă δ, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
By Theorem 2 of Appendix B for θ = x+ε , there exist ρ0 ą 0, and constants
c, r, q ą 0 such that for every ρ P (ελ, ρ0], λ P (0,λ˚), and ε ą 0 sufficiently
small, the flow of ZΦε defines a map Lε between the transversal sections qHερ,λ =
[´ρ,´ελ]ˆ t´εu and qVεx+ε = tx+ε u ˆ [yεx+ε ´ re´ cεq , yεx+ε ] satisfying
(31)
Lε : qHερ,λ ÝÑ qVεx+ε
x ÞÝÑ yεx+ε +O(e
´ c
εq ),
where yεx+ε
= yx+ε + ε+O(ε1+
1
2k ) +O(ε1+λ˚) +O(ε2kλ˚) (see Figure 9).
xqHερ,λ
qVεθLε(x)
yεx+ε
(x+ε , yx+ε )
x = θ = x+εx = ´ρ
Σ
y = ε
y = ´ε
FIGURE 9. Lower Transition Map Lε of the regularized system
ZΦε . The dotted curve is the trajectory of X+ passing through the
visible regular-tangential singularity of multiplicity 2k p = (0, 0).
The red curve is the well-known Fenichel manifold.
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Since qVεx+ε Ă τut , for ε ą 0 sufficiently small, then we can consider the map
Dε ˝ Lε : qHερ,λ ÝÑ τs&´. We claim that Dε ˝ Lε(´ελ) ą ´ελ. Indeed, from (29) and
(31), we get
(32)
Dε(Lε(´ελ)) = Dε
(
yεx+ε +O(e
´c/εq)
)
= D
(
yx+ε + ε+O(ε
1+ 12k ) +O(ε1+λ˚) +O(ε2kλ˚)
)
+O(ε)
= rx+ε ,εε+O(ε1+
1
2k ) +O(ε1+λ˚) +O(ε2kλ˚) +O(ε).
Hence,
Dε(Lε(´ελ)) + ελ = ελ + rx+ε ,εε+O(ε1+
1
2k ) +O(ε1+λ˚) +O(ε2kλ˚) +O(ε),
i.e.
Dε(Lε(´ελ)) + ελ
ελ
= 1+ rx+ε ,εε
1´λ +O(ε1+ 12k´λ) +O(ε1+λ˚´λ) +O(ε2kλ˚´λ)
+O(ε1´λ).
Using Lemma 2, we get
lim
εÝÑ0
Dε(Lε(´ελ)) + ελ
ελ
= 1 ą 0.
Since ε ą 0, there exists ε0 ą 0 such that
(33) 0 ă ε ă ε0 ùñ Dε(Lε(´ελ)) + ελ ą 0.
Hence, Dε ˝ Lε(´ελ) ą ´ελ, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
Now, let Rε be the region delimited by the curves y = ε, y = ´ε and the arc-
orbits connecting (δ, ε) with ( rDε(δ), ε) and (´ελ,´ε) with (Dε ˝ Lε(´ελ),´ε),
respectively (see Figure 10). It is easy to see that Rε is positively invariant
compact set of V, and has no singular points for ε ą 0 small enough. For ε ą 0
choose qε P Rε from the Poincare´–Bendixson Theorem Γε := ω(qε) Ă Rε is a
limit cycle of ZΦε . Furthermore, Γε Ă V Ă U for ε ą 0 small enough, hence Γε
converges to Γ.
APPENDIX A: THE EXTERIOR MAP OF THE REGULARIZED SYSTEM
In this section, we shall study the exterior map of the regularized system ZΦε
and its derivative.
Let Z = (X, Y) be a Filippov system, with X, Y : V Ă R2 Ñ R2 vector
fields of class C2k defined on an open set V of q P R2, and ZΦε the regularized
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Dε ˝ Lε(´ελ)
δ
rDε(δ)
´ελ
τs&´
y = ´ε
Σ
y = ε
τut
Rε
FIGURE 10. The region Rε.
system associated with Z. Assume that the switching manifold Σ of Z is a C2k
embedded codimension one submanifold of V and let q P Σc.
Notice that there exists a local C2k diffeomorphism ψ1 : U Ă R2 Ñ R2
defined on an open set U of q P R2 such that rΣ = ψ1(Σ) = h´1(0), with
h(x, y) = x. Now, applying the Tubular Flow Theorem for (ψ1)˚Y at q and
considering the transversal section rΣ, there exists a local C2k diffeomorphism
ψ2 defined on U (taken smaller if necessary) such that rY = (ψ2 ˝ψ1)˚Y = (1, 0)
and ψ2(rΣ) = rΣ.
Since X1(q) ą 0 then X1(x, y) ą 0 for all (x, y) P U (taken smaller if nec-
essary). Consequently, we can perform a time rescaling in X, thus we getpX(x, y) = (1, X2(x, y)/X1(x, y)), for all (x, y) P U. Hence, without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume that there exists an open set U Ă R2 of q = (0, q2) such
that the Filippov system Z = (X, Y)Σ satisfies that X
ˇˇ
U = (1, X2), Y
ˇˇ
U = (1, 0),
and ΣXU = t(0, y) : y P (q2 ´ δU, q2 + δU)u.
Take ρ ą 0 and θ ą 0 sufficiently small in order that the sections tx = ´ρu
and tx = θu is contained in U and without loss of generality assume that the
points (´ρ, 0) and q are connected by a trajectory of X. Thus, we can consider
the following maps induced by the flow of ZΦε :
Pε : tx = ´ρu Ñ tx = ´εu,
Tε : tx = ´εu Ñ tx = εu,
Qε : tx = εu Ñ tx = θu,
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where Qε = Id (see Figure 11). The exterior map Dε : tx = ´ρu Ñ tx = θu of
ZΦε is defined as
Dε(y) := Qε ˝ Tε ˝ Pε(y).
Now, we shall compute the first derivative of Dε at ε = 0 and y = 0. Expand-
QεTε
Φ0
PεQ = IdP q2
ε´ε´ρ θ´ρ θΣ
FIGURE 11. Exterior map Dε = Qε ˝ Tε ˝ Pε of the regularized
system ZΦε .
ing Pε and Tε around ε = 0, we get that
Pε = P + P1ε+O(ε2),
Tε = Id + T1ε+O(ε2),
where P : tx = ´ρu Ñ Σ is the map induced by the flow of Z, P1 = BPεBε
ˇˇˇ
ε=0
,
and T1 = BTεBε
ˇˇˇ
ε=0
. Hence, expanding Dε around ε = 0, we have that
Dε(y) = P(y) + [(P1(y) + T1(P(y))]ε+O(ε2).
Now, expanding P1 + T1 ˝ P around y = 0, we get
Dε(y) = P(y) + [(P1(0) + T1(P(0))]ε+O(ε2, εy)
= P(y) + [(P1(0) + T1(q2)]ε+O(ε2, εy)
= P(y) + Sε+O(ε2, εy),
where S := P1(0) + T1(q2). In order to determine S, we shall study the maps
P1 and T1 at y = 0 and y = q2, respectively.
First, we study the map P1. Let ϕX be the flow of X, and assume that I(´ρ,y)
the maximal interval of existence of t ÞÑ ϕX(t,´ρ, y). Is easy to see that there
exists a smooth function tρ(y) such that t0(0) = 0 and ϕ1X(tρ(y),´ρ, y) = 0.
Thus, we can write P as follows
P(y) = ϕ2X(tρ(y),´ρ, y), for y P tx = ´ρu.
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From Implicit Function Theorem, there exists a smooth function τρ(y, ε) such
that τρ(y, 0) = tρ(y), τ0(0, 0) = 0, and ϕ1X(τρ(y, ε),´ρ, y) = ´ε, for |ε| ‰ 0
sufficiently small. Hence, we can write Pε as follows
Pε(y) = ϕ2X(τρ(y, ε),´ρ, y), for y P tx = ´ρu.
Notice that
P1(y) =
BPε
Bε (y)
ˇˇˇ
ε=0
=
ϕ2X
Bt (tρ(y),´ρ, y)
Bτρ
Bε (y, 0).
and
Bτρ
Bε (y, 0) = ´
1
ϕ1XBt (tρ(y),´ρ, y)
.
Consequently,
P1(0) = ´
ϕ2XBt (tρ(0),´ρ, 0)
ϕ1XBt (tρ(0),´ρ, 0)
= ´X2(q)
1
= ´X2(q).
Second, we study the map T1. For this, consider the differential system asso-
ciated to the regularized system ZΦε (4) given by
(34)
$&%
x˙ = 1,
y˙ =
1
2
X2(x, y) (1+Φ(x/ε)) ,
for (x, y) P U and ε ą 0 small enough. Notice that system (36), restricted to
the band of regularization ´ε ď x ď ε, is as a slow-fast problem. Indeed, taking
v = x/ε, we get the so-called slow system,
(35)
$&%
εv˙ = 1,
y˙ =
1
2
X2(εv, y) (1+ φ(v)) ,
defined for ´1 ď v ď 1. Performing the time rescaling t = ετ, we obtain the
so-called fast system,
(36)
$&% v
1 = 1,
y1 = ε
2
X2(εv, y) (1+ φ(v)) .
Now, we know that the equation for the orbits of system (36) is given by
(37)
dy
dv
= εF(v, y, ε),
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where
F(v, y, ε) =
X2(εv, y) (1+ φ(v))
2
.
Expanding F around ε = 0, we get
F(v, y, ε) =
X2(0, y) (1+ φ(v))
2
+O(ε).
In addition, the solution of differential equation (37) with initial condition
yε(´1, q2) = q2 is given by
yε(v, q2) = q2 + ε
ż v
´1
F(s, yε(s, q2), ε)ds
= q2 + ε
ż v
´1
F(s, y0(s, q2), 0)ds +O(ε2)
= q2 +
ε
2
ż v
´1
X2(q) (1+ φ(s)) ds +O(ε2).
Notice that
Tε(q2) = yε(1, q2)
= q2 + ε
ż 1
´1
F(s, y0(s, q2), 0)ds +O(ε2)
= q2 +
ε
2
ż 1
´1
X2(q) (1+ φ(s)) ds +O(ε2).
Accordingly,
T1(q2) =
1
2
ż 1
´1
X2(q) (1+ φ(s)) ds
=
X2(q)
2
(
2+
ż 1
´1
φ(s)ds
)
.
Therefore,
S = P1(0) + T1(q2)
= ´X2(q) + X2(q)2
(
2+
ż 1
´1
φ(s)ds
)
=
X2(q)
2
ż 1
´1
φ(s)ds.
APPENDIX B: UPPER AND LOWER TRANSITION MAPS
In this section, we need to know how is the behaviour of the trajectories
of the regularized system ZΦε around visible regular-tangential singularities.
In [12] was proven how is the dynamic of ZΦε near a visible regular-tangential
singularity. Before stating these results we need to introduce some notations.
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Let Z = (X+, X´)Σ, be a Filippov system where X˘ : V Ă R2 Ñ R2 is
C2k vector fields with k ě 1 and V an open set of R2. Consider Σ a C2k em-
bedded codimension one submanifold of V. Assume that X+ has a visible
2k-multiplicity contact with Σ at p and that X´ is pointing towards Σ at p.
Performing a local change of coordinates and a rescaling of time, we get that
p = (0, 0) and h(x, y) = y. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume
that the Filippov system Z = (X+, X´)Σ satifies
(H) X+ admits a visible 2k-multiplicity contact with Σ at p, X+1 (p) ą 0,
and there exists an open set U Ă R2 of p such that X´ ˇˇU = (0, 1) and
ΣXU = t(x, 0) : x P (´xU, xU)u.
The following result was proven in [12]. It establishes the intersection between
the trajectory of X+ (satisfying (H)) starting at p with some sections.
Lemma 3. [12, Lemma 1] Assume that X+ satisfies hypothesis (H). For ρ ą 0, θ ą 0,
and ε ą 0 sufficiently small, the trajectory of X+ starting at p intersects transversally
the sections tx = ´ρu, tx = θu, and ty = εu, respectively, at (´ρ, y´ρ), (θ, yθ), and
(xε˘ , ε), where
(38) yx =
α x2k
2k
+O(x2k+1) and xε˘ = ˘ε
1
2k
(
2k
α
) 1
2k
+O(ε1+ 12k ).
for some positive constant α.
The same way, we state the following lemma, which establishes the intersec-
tion between the trajectory of X´ (satisfying (H)) starting at p with the section
ty = ´εu.
Lemma 4. Assume that X´ satisfies hypothesis (H). For ε ą 0 sufficiently small,
the trajectory of X´ starting at p intersects transversally the section ty = ´εu, at
(0,´ε).
Proof. Consider the differential equation induced by the vector field X´
(39)
"
x1 = 0,
y1 = 1.
Denote by (x(t), y(t)) the solution of system (39) satisfying x(0) = 0 and
y(0) = 0. Thus, x(t) = 0 and y(t) = t.
Hence, taking ε ą 0 sufficiently small, we conclude that the trajectory of X´
starting at p intersects the sections tx = ´εu at the point (0,´ε). This intersec-
tion is transversal, because X´2 (x, y) = 1 for every (x, y) P U. 
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Now, given Φ P Cn´1ST as (3), with k ě 1, and n ě 2k´ 1, define
xε = ελ
˚
η +O
(
ε
λ˚+ 11+2k(n´1)
)
,
where λ˚ ..= n1+2k(n´1) and η is a constant satisfying
η ą
$’’&’’%
0 i f n ą 2k´ 1,
´
(
ByX+2 (p)
α
) 1
2k´1
i f n = 2k´ 1 and k ‰ 1,
for some positive constant α and
(40)
yερ,λ = y´ρ + ε+O(ερ) + βε2kλ +O(ε(2k+1)λ) +O(ε1+λ),
yεθ = yθ + ε+O(εθ) +
2k´1ÿ
i=1
O(θ2k+1´ixiε) +O(x2kε ),
where y´ρ and yθ are given by Lemma 3 and β is a parameter such that sign(β) =
´sign((X+)2kh(p)) ă 0.
We are already prepared to establish the two main theorems of this section.
Theorem 1. [12, Theorem A] Consider a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´)Σ and
assume that X+ satisfies hypothesis (H) for some k ě 1. For n ě 2k ´ 1, let Φ P
Cn´1ST be given as (3) and consider the regularized system ZΦε (4). Then, there exist
ρ0, θ0 ą 0, and constants β ă 0 and c, r, q ą 0, for which the following statements
hold for every ρ P (ελ, ρ0], θ P [xε, θ0], λ P (0,λ˚), with λ˚ ..= n2k(n´1)+1 , and ε ą 0
sufficiently small.
(a) The vertical segmentspVερ,λ = t´ρu ˆ [ε, yερ,λ] and rVεθ = tθu ˆ [yεθ, yεθ + re´ cεq ]
and the horizontal segmentspHερ,λ = [´ρ,´ελ]ˆ tεu and ÐÝH ε = [xε ´ re´ cεq , xε]ˆ tεu
are transversal sections for ZΦε .
(b) The flow of ZΦε defines a map Uε between the transversal sections pVερ,λ and rVεθ
satisfying
Uε : pVερ,λ ÝÑ rVεθ
y ÞÝÑ yεθ +O(e´
c
εq ).
The map Uε is called Upper Transition Map of the regularized system ZΦε .
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Theorem 2. [12, Theorem B] Consider a Filippov system Z = (X+, X´)Σ and
assume that X+ satisfies hypothesis (H) for some k ě 1. For n ě 2k ´ 1, let Φ P
Cn´1ST be given as (3) and consider the regularized system ZΦε (4). Then, there exist
ρ0, θ0 ą 0, and constants c, r, q ą 0, for which the following statements hold for every
ρ P (ελ, ρ0], θ P [xε + re´
c
εq , θ0], λ P (0,λ˚), with λ˚ = n2k(n´1)+1 , and ε ą 0
sufficiently small.
(a) The vertical segmentsqVεθ = tθu ˆ [yεθ ´ re´ cεq , yεθ]
and the horizontal segmentsqHερ,λ = [´ρ,´ελ]ˆ t´εu and ÝÑH ε = [xε, xε + re´ cεq ]ˆ tεu
are transversal sections for ZΦε .
(b) The flow of ZΦε defines a map Lε between the transversal sections qHερ,λ and qVεθ ,
namely
Lε : qHερ,λ ÝÑ qVεθ
x ÞÝÑ yεθ +O(e´
c
εq ).
The map Lε is called Lower Transition Map of the regularized system ZΦε .
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